2022-10-20: Defining Key Features for Medical Education Manuscripts
Topic and Questions courtesy of the Journal of Graduate Medical Education
The following links were shared during the chat:
• 9 Defining Characteristics of Successful Innovation
•

Defining Key Features for Medical Education Manuscripts

•

What Makes an Idea Innovative? 6 Characteristics to Consider

•

What Is an Innovation Article? A Systematic Overview of Innovation in Health Professions Education Journals

•

JGME New Ideas Podcast

MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat9 hours ago
TOPIC 1: What makes something #innovative or novel in #meded (aka How do you
know)? #MedEdChat

Halah Ibrahim @HalahIbrahimMD9 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @USL_HQ I’m joining from Abu Dhabi, UAE #MedEdChat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson39 hours ago
T1 15 innovation experts asked to define #innovation - common themes include: 1) Have an idea –
something fundamentally new/original; 2) Execute idea – must happen; 3) Address a real challenge; 4)
Adds value – ROI - is feasible/doable. #MedEdChat https://t.co/1c8TXDOmYY

Pam Lucchesi @plucche1179 hours ago
@MedEdChat #mededchat - innovation is a new curriculum, assessment or androgogy

Anne Lown @AMLOWN19 hours ago
RT @Dan_Wyke: #MedTwitter #MedEdChat #AcademicTwitter #MECFS #MyalgicEncephalomyelitis #T
herapistTwitter #TherapistsConnect https://t.co/RJK4JsxqTE

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan9 hours ago
@HalahIbrahimMD @debsimpson3 @USL_HQ Welcome to the #MedEdChat!

Halah Ibrahim @HalahIbrahimMD9 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @USL_HQ 5am on Friday! What better way to end the week than with a great
conversation about innovation in Med Ed research?! #MedEdChat

MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat9 hours ago
#MedEdChat
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Gail Sullivan @DrMedEd_itor9 hours ago
@plucche117 @MedEdChat T1 creativity is essential, not just same approach implemented now with
3rd yr residents vs 2nd yr residents #MedEdChat #jgme

Gail Sullivan @DrMedEd_itor9 hours ago
@plucche117 @MedEdChat T1 I think it’s key that the intervention or approach has a new twist, new
aspect beyond prior attempts. It’s the intervention more than new participants or
settings #MedEdChat #jgme

Deb Simpson @debsimpson39 hours ago
@DrMedEd_itor @plucche117 @MedEdChat What about if it was implemented in a different specialty.
Worked in surgery and now internal medicine trying it? Is that different enough? #MedEdChat

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan9 hours ago
T1 Innovative and novel could be an educational approach not tried in #meded Our colleagues in other
disciplines can be quite innovative! #MedEdChat

Pam Lucchesi @plucche1179 hours ago
@MedEdChat I see innovation as a new idea or a new approach - not necessarily out of the blue but at
least a new perspective #mededchat #innovation

Demidmaa Tuvdendorj @drtuvdendorj9 hours ago
@MedEdChat Experience or knowledge that contributes in the advancement of meded #mededchat

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan9 hours ago
T1 OR what if we do something that seems insane....like asking students to take and pass Step 1 before
they start medical school. Think about how that might alter how things are taught. #MedEdChat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson39 hours ago
@plucche117 @MedEdChat Ah great point @plucche117 we need some context to know how it adds to
what we know.. some connection... #mededchat

Meded @cryptovitas9 hours ago
RT @GLBDallaghan: T1 Innovative and novel could be an educational approach not tried
in #meded Our colleagues in other disciplines can be quite innovative! #MedEdChat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson39 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @GLBDallaghan doesn't seem insane to me -- IF we were confident that Step 1 (or
any other test) really assessed #competence as a physician... #mededchat
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Deb Simpson @debsimpson39 hours ago
Looked at > 50 #MedEd - lots use innovative or novel in their author instructions… BUT <50% include
specific categories for innovation with substantial variability in word limits, structure and
guidelines. #MedEdChat @CuffBaker @HalahIbrahimMD https://t.co/meicv9Odsc

Gail Sullivan @DrMedEd_itor9 hours ago
@MedEdChat T1 I like the "significant twist" aspect if it's going to be called an "innovation" Work can be
valuable but not necessarily innovative #mededchat #jgme

Pam Lucchesi @plucche1179 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan T1 Gary are you suggesting something like European model 2+3 #mededchat

Halah Ibrahim @HalahIbrahimMD9 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: Looked at > 50 #MedEd - lots use innovative or novel in their author instructions…
BUT <50% include specific categories for innovation with substantial variability in word limits, structure
and guidelines. #MedEdChat @CuffBaker @HalahIbrahimMD https://t.co/meicv9Odsc

Demidmaa Tuvdendorj @drtuvdendorj9 hours ago
@MedEdChat T1 “new” can be something new to #meded or sometime well forgotten
old,

#mededchat

Gail Sullivan @DrMedEd_itor9 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan T1 Yes! borrow from other fields outside medicine and adapt! #mededchat #jgme

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan9 hours ago
@plucche117 Could be an interesting notion. We talk so much about the cost of #MedEd Maybe it
should be considered #MedEdChat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson39 hours ago
@HalahIbrahimMD @DrMedEd_itor @plucche117 @MedEdChat Great questions - obviously it's a
continuum - Need replication yet isn't it important that #innovation be an evolution... if just pick it up and
"plop" it somewhere else - seems like adoption - perhaps if it needed adaption to new country, location,
audience.. #MedEdChat

Halah Ibrahim @HalahIbrahimMD9 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @CuffBaker This makes it tricky for authors (and reviewers) to know when a project is
truly novel or innovative. #MedEdChat #JGME

Gail Sullivan @DrMedEd_itor9 hours ago
RT @HalahIbrahimMD: @debsimpson3 @USL_HQ 5am on Friday! What better way to end the week
than with a great conversation about innovation in Med Ed research?! #MedEdChat
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Deb Simpson @debsimpson39 hours ago
RT @HalahIbrahimMD: @debsimpson3 @CuffBaker This makes it tricky for authors (and reviewers) to
know when a project is truly novel or innovative. #MedEdChat #JGME

Gail Sullivan @DrMedEd_itor9 hours ago
RT @HalahIbrahimMD: @debsimpson3 @CuffBaker This makes it tricky for authors (and reviewers) to
know when a project is truly novel or innovative. #MedEdChat #JGME

Deb Simpson @debsimpson39 hours ago
T1 Here's a decision tree to determine if it’s an #innovation in #meded. Likely can't have all elements
but this is good place to start. From @CuffBaker & @HalahIbrahimMD in #JGME Make
sense? #MedEdChat https://t.co/Dm3bu1gDIu

Gail Sullivan @DrMedEd_itor9 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T1 Here's a decision tree to determine if it’s an #innovation in #meded. Likely can't
have all elements but this is good place to start.
From @CuffBaker & @HalahIbrahimMD in #JGME Make sense? #MedEdChat https://t.co/Dm3bu1gDIu

Halah Ibrahim @HalahIbrahimMD9 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T1 Here's a decision tree to determine if it’s an #innovation in #meded. Likely can't
have all elements but this is good place to start.
From @CuffBaker & @HalahIbrahimMD in #JGME Make sense? #MedEdChat https://t.co/Dm3bu1gDIu

MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat9 hours ago
TOPIC 2: What differentiates high-quality #innovation from #research in #meded? #MedEdChat

uCloudify @uCloudify9 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: TOPIC 2: TOPIC 2: What differentiates highquality #innovation from #research in #meded? #MedEdChat

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan9 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @CuffBaker @HalahIbrahimMD This is a really nice decision tree to determine if what
you're doing is innovative #MedEdChat

JGME @JournalofGME9 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T1 Here's a decision tree to determine if it’s an #innovation in #meded. Likely can't
have all elements but this is good place to start.
From @CuffBaker & @HalahIbrahimMD in #JGME Make sense? #MedEdChat https://t.co/Dm3bu1gDIu

Gail Sullivan @DrMedEd_itor9 hours ago
@MedEdChat T2 like some research, good innovation studies can be prospective (what to measure
[feasibility: costs, time, training, materials; acceptability; sustainability]). Edu research may also add to
understanding how learning occurs or compare approaches #MedEdChat #jgme
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Deb Simpson @debsimpson39 hours ago
T2 In @theCGEA Call for Proposals for upcoming spring meeting - outline some key differences &
similarities between #MedEd #research and #Innovation - rationale is easy - theoretical framework is
sometimes tough - is later essential? #MedEdChat @SDRME_Meded https://t.co/AWpYuRp8Ty

Halah Ibrahim @HalahIbrahimMD9 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @CuffBaker We sometimes get so excited by our idea that we miss the lit review and
don’t realize it’s been done before! It may still be a great project- worth doing and possibly even worth
publishing, but may not be innovation. #MedEdChat

Pam Lucchesi @plucche1179 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @CuffBaker @HalahIbrahimMD T2 what is considered “discovery” research in medical
education?. I come from a biomedical research background where are experiments are usually
designed to test a new hypothesis or to discover a new mechanism, #mededchat

Meded @cryptovitas9 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: TOPIC 2: TOPIC 2: What differentiates highquality #innovation from #research in #meded? #MedEdChat

Meded @cryptovitas9 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T2 In @theCGEA Call for Proposals for upcoming spring meeting - outline some
key differences & similarities between #MedEd #research and #Innovation - rationale is easy theoretical framework is sometimes tough - is later
essential? #MedEdChat @SDRME_Meded https://t.co/AWpYuRp8Ty

Deb Simpson @debsimpson39 hours ago
@DrMedEd_itor @MedEdChat T2 - good point @DrMedEd_itor #innovation and #meded research are
complimentary and hopefully synergistic - while research focuses on discovery on something new it
doesn't have to be feasible #MedEdChat

Pam Lucchesi @plucche1179 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @CuffBaker @HalahIbrahimMD #mededchat - sorry I am from Boston my “our” soften
gets translated to “r”

Gail Sullivan @DrMedEd_itor9 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @TheCgea @SDRME_Meded T2 this call doesn't differentiate the 2 (research,
innovation) except in the outcomes. I think research adds to our understanding of how learning or
something works; innov establishes that it is feasible, not how #mededchat #jgme

Melchor Sanchez @melchorsm9 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: Looked at > 50 #MedEd - lots use innovative or novel in their author instructions…
BUT <50% include specific categories for innovation with substantial variability in word limits, structure
and guidelines. #MedEdChat @CuffBaker @HalahIbrahimMD https://t.co/meicv9Odsc
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Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan9 hours ago
@plucche117 @debsimpson3 @CuffBaker @HalahIbrahimMD T2 Agree with you
and @debsimpson3 re research as well as synergism. You can have an innovation you want to explore,
but need to conduct research to determine impact. Simply evaluating the innovation is not
enough #MedEdChat

Sylvia Penny @pennysfromWales9 hours ago
RT @Dan_Wyke: #MedTwitter #MedEdChat #AcademicTwitter #MECFS #MyalgicEncephalomyelitis #T
herapistTwitter #TherapistsConnect https://t.co/RJK4JsxqTE

Deb Simpson @debsimpson39 hours ago
@plucche117 @CuffBaker @HalahIbrahimMD T2 - love this question. I think discovery adds to what is
known in the #meded field to advance our understanding - as a systematic inquiry with as you say
testable hypotheses... #MedEdChat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson39 hours ago
RT @HalahIbrahimMD: @debsimpson3 @CuffBaker We sometimes get so excited by our idea that we
miss the lit review and don’t realize it’s been done before! It may still be a great project- worth doing and
possibly even worth publishing, but may not be innovation. #MedEdChat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson39 hours ago
T2: Am struck that #innovation seems to always address an issue or challenge – it solves a PROBLEM
adding real value to those who use it. Research = #discovery without req
for #application. #MedEdChat https://t.co/PEtScO9cDo

Demidmaa Tuvdendorj @drtuvdendorj9 hours ago
@MedEdChat T2 in #meded innovation may be something to do with a change in the curriculum and
unrelated to research. On another hand, research may result (and hopefully that’s the case) in
innovation in #meded. #mededchat

MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat9 hours ago
RT @drtuvdendorj: @MedEdChat T2 in #meded innovation may be something to do with a change in
the curriculum and unrelated to research. On another hand, research may result (and hopefully that’s
the case) in innovation in #meded. #mededchat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson39 hours ago
@HalahIbrahimMD @CuffBaker T2 so so true. Just because it's #NIH (not invented here) doesn't mean
it's new and no one else has thought about it/done it. To be an Innovation - authors needs to convince
me that it hasn't been done before - Ex. Steve Jobs wasn't innovative per @Gladwell! #MedEdChat

MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat9 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T2: T2: Am struck that #innovation seems to always address an issue or challenge
– it solves a PROBLEM adding real value to those who use it. Research = #discovery without req
for #application. #MedEdChat https://t.co/PEtScO9cDo
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Halah Ibrahim @HalahIbrahimMD9 hours ago
RT @DrMedEd_itor: @MedEdChat T2 like some research, good innovation studies can be prospective
(what to measure [feasibility: @MedEdChat T2 like some research, good innovation studies can be
prospective (what to measure [feasibility: costs, time, training, materials; acceptability; sustainability]).
Edu research may also add to understanding how learning occurs or compare
approaches #MedEdChat #jgme

Deb Simpson @debsimpson39 hours ago
@HalahIbrahimMD @CuffBaker @Gladwell T2 - it's long but worth listening too.. go to section on
innovation. @Gladwell interviewed on "the diary of a ceo" #MedEdChat

MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat9 hours ago
TOPIC 3: You are writing up/reviewing a #meded #innovation article. What are the critical elements to
include? What role does the literature play? #MedEdChat

uCloudify @uCloudify9 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: TOPIC 3: TOPIC 3: You are writing up/reviewing a #meded #innovation article. What
are the critical elements to include? What role does the literature play? #MedEdChat

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan9 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @HalahIbrahimMD @CuffBaker @Gladwell T2 That it hasn't been done before period?
Or that it hasn't been done before in #meded? I still can't help but think of my many conversations
with @2LindaMLove about doing things that are disruptive...as those actions strike me as being
innovative #MedEdChat

Emily Shaffer, DO @DrMissWV9 hours ago
Yikes! So late to the party tonight, but I’m Emily joining from Long Island, NY! #mededchat

Gail Sullivan @DrMedEd_itor9 hours ago
@MedEdChat T3 why, how (the actual intervention, often omitted!) & how is this creative? What
happened -was the problem solved? Feasibility & acceptability. Continuing? If not, may not be
worthwhile, unless good explanation for ending #MedEdChat #jgme

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan9 hours ago
T3 Lit reviews are the life blood for an innovations piece. I have read numerous articles suggesting
they've done something truly unique only to be able to point out to them several articles they hadn't
cited. Use your #medlib people! #mededchat

Gail Sullivan @DrMedEd_itor9 hours ago
RT @HalahIbrahimMD: @debsimpson3 @CuffBaker We sometimes get so excited by our idea that we
miss the lit review and don’t realize it’s been done before! It may still be a great project- worth doing and
possibly even worth publishing, but may not be innovation. #MedEdChat
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Meded @cryptovitas9 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: TOPIC 3: TOPIC 3: You are writing up/reviewing a #meded #innovation article. What
are the critical elements to include? What role does the literature play? #MedEdChat

Enno @ennomnom9 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T2: T2: Am struck that #innovation seems to always address an issue or challenge
– it solves a PROBLEM adding real value to those who use it. Research = #discovery without req
for #application. #MedEdChat https://t.co/PEtScO9cDo

Halah Ibrahim @HalahIbrahimMD9 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @debsimpson3 @CuffBaker @Gladwell @2LindaMLove Taking an idea from
business, law or any other field and applying to Med Ed in a way that hasn’t been done before- to
improve efficiency, add value etc. To me, that’s novel and innovative. #MedEdChat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson39 hours ago
@DrMedEd_itor @TheCgea @SDRME_Meded T2 @thecgea call was was supposed to show
similarities and differences -- found it confusing rather than clarifying for me... Yet it's consistent with the
wide variation in #meded journals re: what is innovation. #MedEdChat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson39 hours ago
T3 @AcadMedJournal article on #Innovation @jcolbertgetz & team identified 12 features that should be
present in innovation articles. #MedEdChat https://t.co/Zha3VyOECr

Emily Shaffer, DO @DrMissWV9 hours ago
T1: I hate to be so glib, but when asked “What constitutes innovation in #meded?” My
journal in which you decide to publish it.”

“The

#mededchat

Gail Sullivan @DrMedEd_itor9 hours ago
@DrMissWV Party on! #mededchat #jgme

Deb Simpson @debsimpson39 hours ago
T3 @AcadMedJournal article on #Innovation @jcolbertgetz & team identified 12 features that should be
present in innovation articles. #MedEdChat https://t.co/Zha3Vz5HEr https://t.co/gGlKBMt4Go

MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat9 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T3 @AcadMedJournal article on #Innovation @jcolbertgetz & team identified 12
features that should be present in innovation
articles. #MedEdChat https://t.co/Zha3Vz5HEr https://t.co/gGlKBMt4Go

Emily Shaffer, DO @DrMissWV8 hours ago
@HalahIbrahimMD @GLBDallaghan @debsimpson3 @CuffBaker @Gladwell @2LindaMLove And
WOEFULLY underutilized, as a rule !! #mededchat
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Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @AcadMedJournal @jcolbertgetz T3 This is a great guide to use for writing up an
innovation. Would also help younger faculty know what to consider before undertaking their
"innovation" #MedEdChat

Demidmaa Tuvdendorj @drtuvdendorj8 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @HalahIbrahimMD @CuffBaker @Gladwell As a biomedical scientist, I have always
believed that any scientifically proven (emphasis on “proven”) finding must be presented for the field to
use or refute it (hopefully not, lol). Dissemination of findings and knowledge is the only way we can
advance. #mededchat

JGME @JournalofGME8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T3 @AcadMedJournal article on #Innovation @jcolbertgetz & team identified 12
features that should be present in innovation
articles. #MedEdChat https://t.co/Zha3Vz5HEr https://t.co/gGlKBMt4Go

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
@DrMissWV T1 Indeed @DrMissWV that is what we found...as did @jcolbertgetz et al variability is so
high - that's why @JournalofGME editors identified cross-cutting themes - to try and get some
consensus. #MedEdChat https://t.co/DhvAqzQJus

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
T3 Yet in @jcolbertgetz audit of #meded innov pubs in 13 HPE journals, just 2 features were present in
> 90% of 39 innov articles audited (3/journal #JGME had 2 New Ideas & Innov). Innov report describes:
1) A PROBLEM; 2) An actual/recommended innov
IMPLEMENTATION. #MedEdChat https://t.co/lECN6Ay5wS

Halah Ibrahim @HalahIbrahimMD8 hours ago
@DrMissWV @GLBDallaghan @debsimpson3 @CuffBaker @Gladwell @2LindaMLove Tough part is
making it feasible and sustainable within the resource constraints of #meded #MedEdChat

Pam Lucchesi @plucche1178 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan T3 Use research librarians to help #mededchat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
@drtuvdendorj @HalahIbrahimMD @CuffBaker @Gladwell Agree @drtuvendorj - if work is shared in a
public forum that allows for peers to review and comment - then its not scholarship! #MedEdChat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
T3 Thinking that <600 word articles - @MedEd_Journal 2/yr "Really Good Stuff" @JournalofGME 1/yr
"New Ideas"- are ideal if can't meet all innov elements. Both want problem, intervention, & prelim results
+ feasibility. #MedEdChat https://t.co/LOCn2yXeB1 https://t.co/nSfAYQtwYr
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MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat8 hours ago
We have about 5 more minutes left in our discussion. Please feel free to give some final
thoughts #meded #MedEdChat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
@DrMissWV Exactly - innovation has to solve a problem in a doable, feasible way.. not easy yet can be
done!! #MedEdChat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
On behalf #JGME thanks for chance to guest host! #MedEd NEEDS #Innovation - that requires
executing an idea which addresses a specific challenge and achieves value! Do share what you learn in
an endurable way & have fun! Check out #podcast https://t.co/sCH1YRmxK6 #MedEdChat.

MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: On behalf #JGME thanks for chance to guest host! #MedEd NEEDS #Innovation that requires executing an idea which addresses a specific challenge and achieves value! Do share
what you learn in an endurable way & have fun! Check
out #podcast https://t.co/sCH1YRmxK6 #MedEdChat.

Meded @cryptovitas8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: We have about 5 more minutes left in our discussion. Please feel free to give some
final thoughts #meded #MedEdChat

Meded @cryptovitas8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: On behalf #JGME thanks for chance to guest host! #MedEd NEEDS #Innovation that requires executing an idea which addresses a specific challenge and achieves value! Do share
what you learn in an endurable way & have fun! Check
out #podcast https://t.co/sCH1YRmxK6 #MedEdChat.

MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat8 hours ago
Join us the 1st Thursday next month at 9 PM ET/NYC Thursday. Don't forget to suggest topics by DM or
email #meded #MedEdChat

MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat8 hours ago
That's a wrap...I will post the #MedEdChat transcript tomorrow morning
on https://t.co/mJivoKroXx. Thanks everyone for participating! #meded

Gail Sullivan @DrMedEd_itor8 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @TheCgea @SDRME_Meded T2 I find @thegea call confusing
too! #mededchat #jgme

Emily Shaffer, DO @DrMissWV8 hours ago
@debsimpson3 Just to add some spice & stir the pot, I would ask the group…do you think
that #meded “innovations” are often deprioritized or “scaled down” from their original vision due to the
perceived lack of prestige/value of “innovation reports” as academic publications? #meded #mededchat
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JGME @JournalofGME8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: On behalf #JGME thanks for chance to guest host! #MedEd NEEDS #Innovation that requires executing an idea which addresses a specific challenge and achieves value! Do share
what you learn in an endurable way & have fun! Check
out #podcast https://t.co/sCH1YRmxK6 #MedEdChat.

Lonika *abortion is health care* @sood_lonika8 hours ago
Missed this phenomenal chat

#MedEdChat

ACGME @acgme8 hours ago
RT @JournalofGME: Tonight's the night! Join our editors for a #MedEdChat!

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @KristinaDzara8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: Excited to be among the guest hosts for tonight's exploration
of #innovation in #meded - via #MedEdChat at 9 PM ET. If you're wondering what makes something
innovative, how to share it with others in innovative ways... come join
us!! @DrMedEd_itor @JournalofGME https://t.co/jYJTviMjsJ

Lonika *abortion is health care* @sood_lonika7 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T1 Here's a decision tree to determine if it’s an #innovation in #meded. Likely can't
have all elements but this is good place to start.
From @CuffBaker & @HalahIbrahimMD in #JGME Make sense? #MedEdChat https://t.co/Dm3bu1gDIu

Michael Cosimini @MichaelCosimini7 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T1 Here's a decision tree to determine if it’s an #innovation in #meded. Likely can't
have all elements but this is good place to start.
From @CuffBaker & @HalahIbrahimMD in #JGME Make sense? #MedEdChat https://t.co/Dm3bu1gDIu

Melchor Sanchez @melchorsm7 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T3 @AcadMedJournal article on #Innovation @jcolbertgetz & team identified 12
features that should be present in innovation
articles. #MedEdChat https://t.co/Zha3Vz5HEr https://t.co/gGlKBMt4Go

Innovation Hub @bot_innovation7 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T1 Here's a decision tree to determine if it’s an #innovation in #meded. Likely can't
have all elements but this is good place to start.
From @CuffBaker & @HalahIbrahimMD in #JGME Make sense? #MedEdChat https://t.co/Dm3bu1gDIu

Mary B @MaryB516301916 hours ago
RT @Dan_Wyke: #MedTwitter #MedEdChat #AcademicTwitter #MECFS #MyalgicEncephalomyelitis #T
herapistTwitter #TherapistsConnect https://t.co/RJK4JsxqTE
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Grande PCBA @ShenzhenGrande4 hours ago
Micro SD Card
Module https://t.co/KnObyMcFPL #PCB #SMT #Grande #MedEdChat https://t.co/tNpkR8jjYs

Gottfried Weibler @goddyw5674 hours ago
RT @Dan_Wyke: #MedTwitter #MedEdChat #AcademicTwitter #MECFS #MyalgicEncephalomyelitis #T
herapistTwitter #TherapistsConnect https://t.co/RJK4JsxqTE

The #MedEdChat Influencers
Top 10 Influential
@debsimpson3 100

@HalahIbrahimMD 91

@CuffBaker 85

@GLBDallaghan 81

@MedEdChat 64

@plucche117 60

@DrMissWV 57

@DrMedEd_itor 44

@2LindaMLove 40

@AcadMedJournal 39

Prolific Tweeters
@debsimpson3 24

@DrMedEd_itor 13
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@MedEdChat 11

@HalahIbrahimMD 9

@GLBDallaghan 9

@cryptovitas 6

@plucche117 6

@drtuvdendorj 4

@DrMissWV 4

@JournalofGME 3

Highest Impressions
@MedEdChat 107.6K

@JournalofGME 30.2K

@debsimpson3 26.6K

@cryptovitas 19.6K

@acgme 17.8K

@GLBDallaghan 17.4K

@bot_innovation 13.9K

@uCloudify 8.8K

@plucche117 8.0K
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@KristinaDzara 7.5K

The Numbers

283.718K
105
23
11
5

Impressions

Tweets

Participants

Avg Tweets/Hour

Avg Tweets/Participant

Twitter data from the #MedEdChat hashtag from Thu, October 20th 2022, 8:05PM to Fri, October 21st 2022, 5:15AM (America/Chicago)
– Symplur.
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